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cent, in excess of the net section of the body of the member. The net section back of the pin hole shall be at least 0.75 of the net section through the pin hole.
34. For compression members, these permissi-ble strains of 15,000 and i7,ooo pounds per square inch shall be reduced in proportion to the ratio of the length to the least radius of gyration of the section by the following: formulae:
For soft steel,      pM__23£??2L_
For medium steel,
xi.ooor3
•where         p « permissible working ntrain per square Inch
in compression.
1 xr: length of pieces in inches, centre to center of connection.
r •  • leant   radiiiK  of gyration   of the Hectlon in
indu-K.    (See table V.)
35.     Xo  compression  member,  however,  shall have a length exceeding uo times its least radius of gyration, excepting those for wind bracing, which niay have a length not exceeding 140 times the least radius of gyration.
36.    The   reversal   of   strain   in   members   of bridges of (.'lasses A, H, ( ' and I) need not to be considered, but the members shall be proportioned for the strain giving the larger section.
For bridge's of (lasses Mr and KJ members subject: to alternate* strains of tension and compression in immediate* succession (as counter-stresses in web members or chords in continuous trusses) shall be so proportioned that the total sectional area is equal to the sum of areas reejtiired for each strain.
37.     In ease* the maximum strains due to wind, added to the maximum strains due to vertical loading (including   impact),   shall    exceed    the    following limits :
On soft steel, K),CKK) pounds per square inch.
On medium steel, ji,o<x) pounds per square inch, properly reduced for compression, addition must be made to such sections until these limits arc not exceeded.
The permissible strains for the connections shall be increased proportionately.

